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I had been busy with the needs of others without quite enough time to catch up, and 

my week began.  In my sense of need I humbly asked that God’s sovereign will and 

power would be done.  At the wildest looking residence lived someone I had wanted 

to get to know.  I knocked at the door.  He came to the door clutching his stomach 

and under much anxiety.  I told him I was there because of the love of the Creator. I 

said I would help how I could, and asked if it would be alright if I first prayed with 

him and his partner.  Just five minutes earlier he was at the end of hope.  He usually 

smudged, but couldn’t find any matches.  Unusual for him, he prayed.  And then I 

knocked.  After provision of help for his needs, friendship, and God’s supernatural 

intervention, he said it felt like it was Christmas morning.  Our friendship continues.  

He gets happy and chuckles when he remembers his answered prayer. He is such a 

hard worker, and has come so far in the past few years making choices towards God. 

His family’s living space is shared with unwelcome rats.  We help each other out and 

find ways to spend time together, to say a prayer, and bring up scripture.  

I have relied upon the ability to ask questions 

to get conversations moving.  This is what has 

allowed me to move from introvert to being 

engaged in conversation.  But I realized I have 

more yet to learn.  I had a couple encounters 

in one week, where questions were not 

welcomed, where I was told “we” had nothing 

to discuss, and likewise, that what I was asking 

was none of my business (even though it was 

only for an opinion on something unrelated to 

him). What I am learning is that I don’t yet 

have the credibility to ask these questions in these peoples lives, and also that if 

people feel threatened they will shut down. Being open about my own life examples, 

allowing others to see what I have learned may be wiser.   
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We had the opportunity to take five youth to 

Waymaker youth retreat in Salmon Arm.  

Temera and I each drove a vehicle.   One youth 

had made sure to save money all year to go, 

another had been going down a dark direction 

and was so glad to have come with us.  It was a 

long drive, but so worth the time. Temera 

hosted crafts, and I played in the worship.  The 

speaker was the First Nations chief from 

Samson reserve in Alberta. The next week we 

had all the youth over to our place for games 

and music and impromptu supper.  There is 

more we can do, and want to be wise in how to 

proceed. 

First Nations have a rich cultural and spiritual 

heritage. There is an intrinsic value given by the 

Creator to every culture and people group. I 

saw the following prayer, and adapted some of 

it and added the picture.  As one who identifies 

as representing Christianity, and a descendant 

of Caucasians who by action or inactions may 

have been a contributing factor, I think it fits.  

Some haven’t been able to listen past the first 

couple of lines, other friends have told me they 

feel the heartfelt apology.  As one who believes 

that reconciliation with our heavenly Father is 

the way to healing, humility on our behalf is the 

first step. 
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Lord have mercy on us. 

 

We came in the name of the Creator, 

The one who gave the ground beneath our feet, 

The resources that benefit us all, 

But in your name it was kept for ourselves, 

 

We came in the name of the Father 

Who welcomes His children with open arms, 

But we tore them from the arms of their fathers, 

And the warmth of their homes. 

 

We came in the name of the Lamb of God 

Who takes away the sin of the world, 

But it was our sin that carried their little lambs away. 

Lord, have mercy on us. 

 

We came in the name of the Pure Spirit, 

Who brings good news in every tongue, 

But we outlawed their language, 

Silencing anything further thing we may have to say. 

 

We came in the name of the Holy One, 

But we committed the unholy 

Sowing shame and cursing, 

Where instead might be honour and praise. 

 

We came in the name of the Son, 

The intelligible Word made flesh, 

The very Bread of life, 

The Prince of peace, 

 

But we treated them as less than. 

We gave them not enough. 

We were unjust. 

 

Lord have mercy on us. 

Forgive us. 
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